HUGHES HALL PRIZES, 2020

Congratulations to all our prize winners!

Burnett Prizes

These prizes are provided by an anonymous donor in memory of Elizabeth Mabel Burnett, who overcame many difficulties to give her children the higher education and independence which were denied to her. They are awarded to qualifying students who are not eligible for another college prize.

£200 for First Class in final year BA

Amalie Hoegfeldt   BA HSPS (3rd yr)
Boning Huang      BA Economics (3rd yr)
Andrew Koh        BA Economics (3rd yr)
Samuel Lee        BA Economics (3rd yr)
Emma Sawatzky     BA Law (3rd yr)
Christophoros Tsangarides   BA Law (3rd yr)
Hugh Whelan       BA Law (3rd yr)
Yidi Wu           BA Economics (3rd yr)
Georgia Ziebart   BA English (3rd yr)

£100 for First Class or Distinction in LLM, MASt, MCL, MEng, MMath, MSci

Christian Delev   LLM
Catarina Saramago LLM
Chi Ling Tong     LLM
Piers Wingfield Digby LLM
Alasdair Knight   MASt Earth Sciences
Eszter Fodor      MCL
Madeleine McIntosh MCL
Charnley Prizes in Law

These prizes of £250 for the highest First Class Honours result in the LLM and final year BA are provided by William Charnley, Hughes Hall Fellow and partner in King & Spalding’s Corporate practice.

Mohammed Adnan Khaliq LLM
Philippa Frizzelle BA

Lowman Prize in Education

This prize of £100 is awarded by Cambridge Assessment to the ‘highest among those training at Hughes Hall to be teachers of English Language and Literature’ (Syndicate minutes, 1995).

Bethan Davies PGCE Secondary English
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